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the hypolimnion at BC8, usually to a depth of 100 ra. LightiUitVaKJlMta^nce
was measured at 1 m intervals at all stations with a Li-Cor Quantum Sensor.
Secchi depth, air temperature, and wind- speed^fid ; d1t^ct16n^: WeW< also
recorded at each station. '->? VB(;I 3;) -wi-is-*.": cJ ;;-^A-"iovt rF
Depth integrated samples for chlor6phyT^-a^ftp'haeopfiy€1n -'Stri'd flUffl"ferits
(total phosphorus, oVthophbsphorus, total ~riKr$ge<n, ammomapn
nitrite) were collected from 0-2.5 m at'iBt2sCPahd-0-5-'m lfi-t^SC
and BC8. Nutrient samples were also collected in the plume (peak
conductivity reading) at BC2-C.
Samples were stored in the dark in ice chests during the i^ ftnpttxflg.
Chlorophyll -a, phaeophytin and nutrients (those requiring filtration) were
filtered immediately* upon Hi urn- to --tfie ^b'
frozen and analyzed wi%f?irv one io 'tw6° weeks W c^11ett^6mGiT^iiaTyses
performed in accordanttf'^fth 'ffleth'o'rfsV des'cHbed tiy KelifSHfe'PadT§6h7-
Paulson, 1980. Nutrient-* a;n<a(Tysesr;wffrer^erf:6rmedi by^'-ffte (GUrfe flinty
Sanitation District on- samples ^ ollected^ri fne^lume at BC2-CC tMy*i> : n^
In order to fur-tiler^ ••evaTu^te vspatfal^aihd horizontal 2Vari;atioh-s''Oiri
water quality, sampling was 'also conducted at the north and south'rsides' of
stations BC2-C and BC3~C.'r< Th'e'^ e '
BC3-S and BC3-N, were^h^fteU- pertodtWllyf ^
those at the center
Sampling was conducted
during June through SepteiUber, WWeekly -in
Temperature, oxygen, 'pH^' conductivity, ' se'echi depth,
chl orophyl 1 -a, and phaeophytfrt 'Wer"e mtfriftored' at- the '•! ateVafl sfcatffbn's' r$t Une fi (-
same depth as the center channel station.
bnV .6S--.6 '^ 4 nr C-V9J6W »L>-.'K-
.Three diurnal limnological surveys were conducted at the center
channel and north and south,side stations in the inner Las Vegas Bay and
center channel stations in the middle Las Vegas Bay and Boulder Basin on May
. ("891 ncf'i;^) \*o "^nn: s».j ,
7-8, July 30-31, and October 7^ 8. The stations in the inner Las Vegas Bay
were sampled at approximately, three-hour intervals; BC4 at four-hour
intervals; BC5 at six-hour intervals; and BC-8 at eight-hour intervals over
a 24-hour period. All stations were monitored for temperature, oxygen, pH,
conductivity, secchi depth, and light transmission (during daylight hours).
Total phosphorus, ammonia , ch lorophyl l -a and phaeophyt in were
ESpG'v ' Zt:\r sHJ 'ir ir:: ••• •-
measured at
all stations except BC3-S and BC3-N.
-S"!a j f i r u OCI h-b9^>:-, s-r . ; - .
A Hydrolab data sounde was suspended .at^ a dep,th.of 2.5 m at BC2-C for
several days each week to ^ collect ^hourly data on temperature, pH, and
conductivity. . „
Significant Results
ifc^.KD>r;y .;o;J£ + :: > • " :^  "; ;; <l- :; ;'
Chlorophyll-a concentrations in the inner Las Vegas Bay were still
high during the summer and fall of 1987. Chlorophyll-a concentrations
br.s rfcrJBO^' ardstob :;ncj z- -"•-•-' •>*-•••> '-' :
averaged 57.6 ug/1 in July, 75.1 ug/1 in August;, 101.1 ug/1 in September,
,V5S isy*\' ±h- ^ s f v i i - JJ :-.' ? - > ' ' - -^ H - • -j- : " : ' '
and 42.6 ug/1 in October at BC2-C (Table 1). Chlorophyll-a concentrations
•^;;; ol ,^.jj-a -^'--t^c: s .^ . • , v r.-ecF Jjr ,
were lower at BC3-C but still averaged 42,0 ug/,1 in July, 49.5 ug/1 in
h o ?,'• •:$';.••>• ". ''" ••"•• •' •' • - • • - • • •
August, and 68.0 ug/1 in September (Table 1)., : .
br<\VC.T-C zt''j'i'£''-" •' 'j'-' ' ' ' '
Visual observations indicate that the. Microcystis blooms in the inner
9-I9W ;p.o'r j t,"'.31''•:•'*:'••.'• ' - • ' ' •
Las Vegas Bay were not as bad , in 1987 _as they were in 1986, a l though
GJ b-":s'<! on '•> i-.* c t* " i ; Ji''^-;
:'•-!-:«6:•:..- it--?""-.•• °' -'•»
Microcystis was frequently observed on surface waters in that area and
•' -,s ;-iolc-.iTf " lf.'"v-Jt. oa-vV
around the Las Vegas Boat Harbor marina docks. Chlorophyll-a concentrations
• •• .. -; ]-,,.>. :;.•• •• -<:,v <•, '^r,.; la.-Ti'-ri
were much lower at BC2-C and BC3-C in June 1987 than in 1986 when the
.. • „ ... -:•• ,... •.-.<•,:• ..•;.. . ^'ir.:-:. T-J-T
noxious Microcystis bloom was observed in the inner bay (Paulson 1987).
- .; .«r. 'i * . •-•:'v .^ - ,5-
Chlorophyll-a concentrations were, however, higher in the inner Las Vegas
Bay during the fall of 1987 than in 1986 (Table "ij.
-, • - •,:,_. • •.-; . . - . - - , • ;•'. :/B , •-. ' r-v; :'".•*
Chlorophyll-a concentrations in the middle Las Vegas Bay (BC4 and BC5)
. . . . f .; r> {••;'!" "• J'.'.•.,'•• -'"; ;1
and Boulder Basin (BC8) during 1987 generally were similar to those reported
in recent years (Paulson 1986,'1987).
Nutrient concentrations were still quite high in the inner Las Vegas
. : .., ; ,.-.•.. - ~):: ••.;:». ; PO; "* i.; ,- . '<
Bay (Table 1). Total phosphorus concentrations exceeded 100 ug/1 at BC2-C
- . - t, :-, .',' - : '-, » •> :• - ' '^ '•^-^'' •"•
and 50 ug/1 at BC3-C for' most of the summer. Ammonia concentrations ranged
as high as 1.4 mg/1 at BC2-C in May and exceeded 0.5 mg/1 at BC2-C and BC3-C
., •;• ' ..., "' 1 •• ):,(
during early summer. Ammonia and total phosphorous concentrations decreased
markedly between BC3-C and BC4 and were lower still at BC5 and BC8 (Table
1). _-,-,^ ,.,,..-.^ ,
A detailed analysis of results from the lateral station and diurnal
sampling is beyond the scope of this report. However, a casual examination
1
of some of the data indicates that there is considerable spatial and
r '•' .-ua, •• " < ' • • ' - •"'" '"• .'.*>" *
temporal variabil i ty in water quali ty parameters in the inner Las Vegas Bay.
However, there does i ( iriot 'appear to be a consistent pattern to the
-• , I-,.-;- •. , ! ; • ' • ; - ;.' .,'-.. . - :;/"] T "::.:-*":<: *"••
variability, with the possible exception of diurnal changes in pH.
During the three diurnal surveys, chlorophyll-a concentrations showed
.-"' •' '••:  'i (• \'..' i ' J
no consistent pattern over a 24-hour period, al though concentrations were
- .;•; .•!. •->-"•>'•, • /"H .'•'>' ',>': •• <:
generally higher during daylight hours (Table 2). There was no trend to
Indicate that chlorophyll-a concentrations were consistently higher at the
cent|r~chanheT"Ttations as some water quality experts had suspected was the
caseL At times chlorophyll-a concentrations were much higher on the north
or south sides than in the center channel of the inner Las Vegas Bay (Table
2).! At other times, there were minor differences in chlorophyll-a
concentrations among the center channel and lateral stations.
'• ::.,,--; •"''••<•' ? '- \i i^ ; r«..:;, t. i
j ~^  "^r
f ! '
**•











Figure 1. (a) Map of Lake Mead, (b) Boulder Basin and five
stations sampled during April-November 1986.
(Adapted from Paulson et al., 1980)
6
Table 1. Monthly or average monthly values for uncorrected chlorophyll-a (ug/L), secchi depth (m) and nutrients























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































12.57 12.13 17.09 13.93 2.24
44.12 40.55 45.01 43.23 1.93
22.63 19.96 21.94 21.51 1.13
18.83 19.29 22.43 20.18 1.60
26.02 33.83 30.24 30.03 3.19
54.84 58.65 64.62 59.37 4.02
45.90 52.81 48.14 48.95 2.88
22.75 23.24 33.64 26.54 5.02
35.97 46.38 35.33 39.23 5.06















































































































































































































46.50 50.05 64.84 53.80 7.94
45.43 45.36 50.97 47.25 2.63
47.93 56.81 48.85 51.20 3.99
58.05 80.60 102.00 80.22 17.94
78.78 73.90 79.30 77.33 2.43
50.34 43.67 51.73 48.58 3.52
73.38 55.07 60.34 62.93 7.70
69.58 - - - -
36.73 33.36 28.00 32.70 3.59
43.12 - - -





17.95 - - - -
25.94 - - - -
26.19 - - - - , -
23.36
3.83
14.23 17.25 18.37 16.62 1.75 ._ ._
3.25 3.37 3.93 3.52 0.30
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VI. Physical. Chemical, and Biological Data for 1987
Please note: Station LM04 = BC2-C
LM03 = BC5
LM02 = BC8
LM01 = Hoover Dam
BC2-C = Historical Station BC-2, Center Channel
BC3-C = Historical Station BC-3, Center Channel
BC2-S = South side of channel at BC2
BC2-N = North side of channel at BC2
BC3-S = South side of channel at BC3















































































































































































































































































































































































STflTIOM DATE TIME DEPTH TYPE NH3HD) N03-(D) N02-(D) OMD) DP TP TN
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NH3-(T) UNION-NH3 N03-(T> N02-(T) TKN TDIN TIN IBMT)
















































FOR LflKE; MEftD ,
STflTION DflTE TIME DEPTH TYPE... NH3-<T) UNION-NH3,-: N03-(T)
<»> (jigN/L) ; (ngN/L),,:1 <|igN/L)
N02-<T) TKN TDIN TIN. OP-(T)
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CHLOROPHYLL A N A L Y S I S
3.39?
CHLOROPHYLL ANALYSIS
















































































UNCORRECTED CHLORQFHYLL-A ..'.' PHAEOPHYTIfi
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UKCGRRECTEB CHLORCPHYLL-A - v .PHAEOPHYTIN
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REC? STATION DfiTE TIKE DEPTH TYPE
CHLOROPHYLL ANALYSIS














































































UNCORRECTED CHLOROPHYLL-fl . PHAEOPHYTIN



































































f=- 3-4 v SIC *=» L_ M 1=1 .A S LJ iR El M El i
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 04-02-87 TIME 1150
AIR TEMPERATURE 28.00 DESREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1203-56 FEET
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SIC; iAi L_ Mi El iP» 3 LJ S^ : £E 8-H EE M ~T 3
LAKE MEAD STATION BCS
DATE 04-02-87 TIME OB30
AIR TEMPERATURE 19.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.56 FEET
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R-HI YVS Z
LAKE MEAD STATION LM04
DATE 03-19-87 TIME 1140
AIR TEMPERATURE 14.00 DE6REEB CO '
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.47 FEET


























































v s :i c; ft L_ M EE *=» s LJ Ft EE: M E: r^ i IT- s
LAKE MEAD -. STATION . LMO3
DATE 03-19-87 TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 14.50 DEGREES CO
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.47 FEET
WEATHER "NW WINDS 3O MPH, OVERCAST"
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AIR TEMPERATURE 14.50 DEGREES <C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.47 FEET















































1 2 . 30
1 2 . 20
12. 10
12.00
1 1 . 90
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 60
1 1 . 60
•* •< L. '~\. J. » Q»J
11.50
1 1 . 50
1 1 . 50
1 1 . 50
11.50
1 1 . 4O
1 1 . 40
1 1 . 40
1 1 . 40
1 1 „ 40
























































































tJ = 1 5
S. 15
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!F» 8-S V 3 Z C A. L_ M iEL" *=» S O Ft iEI Ml IE! INS T S
LAKE MEAD STATION LI104
DATE 02-13-87 TIME 1205
AIR TEMPERATURE 20.00 DEGREES. (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.45 FEET
WEATHER "OVERCAST, CALM"
SECCHI 7.50 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.
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F" C-S Y S I C ft 2_ M El iA S 5. J Ft El M E T4 T 3
LAKE MEAD STATION LM03
DATE 02-13-87 TIME 1045
AIR TEMPERATURE 17.00 DEGREES (C)
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12.80
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F" f~! Y S X C .A* L_ 5-1E *=* S U R EZ M EEI W 1" S
LAKE MEAD STATION Lf'!02
DATE 02-13-87 TIME 0820
AIR TEMPERATURE 15.OO DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.45 FEET
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iR 5--I V S I C ft L_ M EZ A S 3_J 5=? £E M EZ JM "T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 01-22-87 TIME 1450
AIR TEMPERATURE 16,00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.13 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY. CALM"
SECCHI 7.20
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.
























































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 14.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.13 FEET








































































































































































































F" S--3 V S X C_ & 3_ M El ift £3 LJ R: JEIM 5EI T:^  T S.
LAKE MEAD STATION EC4
DATE 01-22-37 TIME 1350
AIR TEMPERATURE 14.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.13 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 10.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1210.13 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY. SOUTH BREEZE"
SECCHI 9.00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.
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UNCDRRECTED CHLORCPHYLL-A :. . PHAEOPHYTIN
3ECS STATION DATE TIME DEPTH TYPE . (MICRG-6RAHS/LITRE) (HJCRO-6RAHS/LJTRE)
r" .* n
~ iC


























































































































































































































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 04-30-87 TIME 125O
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.67 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY, CALM WITH LIGHT RAIN"
SECCHI 2.75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.






























































(C)AIR TEMPERATURE 23. 5O DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.67 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 23.90 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.67 FEET
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i IF" Ml V S I CZ £* «__ ' Ml E rf=» S LJ Ft EZ Ml EZ T4 ~T £-3
j LAKE MEAD • STATION BC5
i DATE 04-30-87 TIME 1115
\R TEMPERATURE 25.00 DEGREES
; LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.67 FEET


















1 4 . 0
15.0
1 6 . (.".)
1 7 . 0













3 1 . 0
-:;•-•-> ,-"i
33,. 0
- •:•- /) .-••*






























1 5 . OO
1 4 . 9O
1 4 „ 30








1 3 .. 60
13. 60
13. 50







1 3 „ 20
13. 00
1 3 . OO
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i_ T s H T- JE; x -r x M c T x o w
R'f-4 YS X Os=.L_ _MErf=tSLJFCEMEfMTS
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 04~23~B7 TIME 1515
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.57 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, S BREEZE"
SECCHI 1.00 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT .LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM--2 % TRANSMITTED
0 * 0 800.0 1CO t0
1.0 310.0 38. S
2.0 67.0 S.4
3.0 3.0 0.4
l_ I 43 M T EXTINCTIO N
R'3-IVE3 Z CA.L MEASUREMENT:
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 04-23-87 TIME 1500
AIR TEMPERATURE 3O.20 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.57 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 27.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.57 FEET
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12.0












4 1 . O
30.0
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AIR TEMPERATURE 27.50 DE6REES





















1 0 . 0
1 1 . 0
12.0
13uO
1 4 . 0
15,. O
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AIR TEMPERATURE 21.50 DE6REES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.S1 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, NW BREEZE"
SECCHI - 0.75 METERS
DEPTH LIBHT - LIGHT EXTINCTION
















L_ -T C33-I1T El X ~T I IxSCT J. OM
YS I C.#=*L_
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 04-16-87 TIME 090O
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.81 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, NW BREEZE"
SECCHI 0.70 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION


















L_ i G3 5~-i ~r s=: x ~r 1r-4 c ~r i o M





AIR TEMPERATURE 20.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207,, 31 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, NW BREEZE"
3ECCHI 3.00 METERS
DEPTH LIBHT LIGHT EXTINCTION






































!_ X O H 'T EL X ~r I jxl C ~T X O M
IRHYS X CiPuL.
LAKE MEAD STATION LM03
DATE 04-16-87 TIME 10OO
AIR TEMPERATURE 21.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.81 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, SE BREEZE"
SECCHI 2.75 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LISHT EXTINCTION











10., 0 7.0 1.2
1-1.0 5.4 0.9
•' ; S
L_ z C3HT 'E: x nr i INICT x o w
F>M VS I CAI_ MErtSLJREMEMTS
LAKE MEAD STATION LMO2
DATE 04-16-87 TIME 1050
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.81 FEET











































































r-i r™.\_i B £5
j=. }_{ v' S X C *=i !_
LAKE MEAD ; STATION LM02
DATE 04-16-37 TIME 1050
AIR TEMPERATURE 24. QQ DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.81 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR AND CALM" .
SECCH.I 20.00 METERS












1 0 . 0
11.0
12,0
1 3 « 0












































1 6 . 70
16.60






1 5 . 50
15.40
15. 10
1 4 . 80
14.10
14.00
1 3 . 80
13.70











1 2 . 90
1 2 . SO
12. 70
-t •-! <rv-'






1 1 . 90
1 1 . 80
1 1 . 80
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 70
1 1 „ 70
1 1 . 70
1 1 , 70
1 1 . 60
1 1 . 60
1 1 . 60
1 1 . 60
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IR J-s v s' i" c ft L_ MEASURE: MI E r-4 ~r s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 04-09-87" TIME 1230
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1203.04 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR WITH BREEZE"
SECCHI 1.00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY F,
M DEGREES C MG/L MICRQ-M/CM 3
0.0 17.91 10.77 1142
1.0 17.82 10.61 1148 8.27
2.0 17.84 10.67 1256 8.27
3.0 18,28 9.58 1500 8.06
4.0 18.61 9.18 1630 7.97
5.0 ' 17.98 8,91 1610 7.97
6.0 17,16 8.54 1540 7.92
7.0 16.41 8.63 1406 7,97
8.0 16.29 8.49 1392 7.94








LAKE ELEVATION 1208,04 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR WITH BREEZE"
SECCHI 1.75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY
































1 6 . 24 •
17.02
17. 47

















































F-M YS X OftL_
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 04-09-87 TIME 1128
AIR TEMPERATURE 26.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.04 FEET
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F" M Y S I C *=k L_ M E *=* S LJ R E M E M1
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 04-09-87 TIME 1050
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.04 FEET
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1 2 . 90
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F" f~l Y S .X C iPt L_ Ml E i=» S U iR 3=1 1*1 E NS "T
•LAKE MEAD . STATION BC8
DATE 04-09-87 TIME 093S
AIR TEMPERATURE 22,50 DEGREES <C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.04 FEET
















1 1 . 0




1 6 . (.1






















































•* J~n ("^ rj
12.02
1 1 .. 90
1 1 , 75
-t H tr— r
•( -i nr /
1 i * i_JO
i i - So
11.48
11,46
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IF- HI v s x c #=* L_ : M E i--i T
LAKE MEAD
DATE 04-02-87 TIME 130O
AIR TEMPERATURE 2S.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.56 FEET














































































AIR TEMPERATURE 26.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.56 FEET
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1 0 . 0
11.0
12.0
1 3 . 0
14.0
15.0
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3 . 1 9
8.16
8. 16




























IF" Ml V" S Z C ft ii_ 8*| SEI ft £3 LJ Ft E=T I'"1 E=I txl ~T S
LAKE MEAD STATION DCS
DATE 05-07-87 TIME O63O
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.GO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.47 FEET




















1 & « 0
17. O
i a ,. o
1 9 . 0
20. o











































1 5 . 40
15.20
15.10
1 4 .. 70
14.50
1 4 . 40
14.20
1 4 . 1 0
14.00
13. 90




1 3 . 00
12. SO
1 2 . 70
12.50
1 2 . 40
1 2 „ 30
1 2 „ 20
12. 10
.12.00
- - 1 1 . 90
4 1 . 90
1 I . 80
1 1 , 80
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O a V.' •"»•
S.07
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AIR TEMPERATURE 24.SO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.47 FEET















1 1 . O
1 2 it 0
1 3 . O
14.0
1 5 . 0
16.O
1 7 . O
1 8 . 0





s- *-i- 11 C'
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•p /._ ^  /•%
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29 . 0
'T J "'; J~t
























i :-f » jL. *_'
1 5 .. OO
14. 80
14.. 70
.'L 4 .: 6 O
14. 50
1 4 . 40
14, 20
1 4 . 1 0
14. 00
13.80
1 3 ., 40
' '"' C? i"^
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F> H'V S II C ft L_ Ml E ft S LJ R EZ M E: M T £3
LAKE MEAD STATION EC 4
DATE 05-07-87 TIME OS15
AIR TEMPERATURE 26.00 DEGREES






















1 7 ., O
IS. 0
1 9 .. 0
2O. 0






2 7 . 0













2 1 . 30
2 1 . 2O
20,. 90
20 . 50
1 9 . 70






1 6 .. OO




1 4 . SO
1 4 . 60
1 4 . 50
- 14.30
1 4 . 40
1 4 . 2O
14.00
1 3 ,. 9 0
.1. 3 . SO
1 3 . 60
1 3 . 30
13. 20
1 3 . 20






































































































/ B C:'j "?
7. 72
7. 73
f j S O
"T ,—x r--/ <. i::-'.--1
7 . 8 '1





AIR TEMPERATURE 29,00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.47 FEET
WEATHER "CALM. PARTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 0.70 METERS
(C)
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYBEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.













1 2 . 0
1 3 . 0






2 1 . 60
21. SO
21.60
2 1 . SO
2 1 . 90




1 8 , 30
1 7 . 80
1 7 , 40
17.00




















































F» SHI Y sic
LAKE MEAD
DATE 05-07-87
pt s ILJI Ft IE: IT- s E: ifvii ~r s
STATION BC2 C
TIME 0920
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.47 FEET
















































































































JF" IHi V S. X C«^iil__ Mi E£ f-\3 LJ F^ : IEZ
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 M
DATE 05-O7-87 TIME 1O20
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION J.2O7.47 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, WINDY 20 E"
3ECCHI 0.75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.
M DEGREES C MG/L MICRG-M/Cfl STANDARD
O,,0 23.50 .1.2., 62 1367 3. IS
1.0 23,, 50 13.75 1400 Q, 22
2.O 23.4O 11,53 1333 8,21
3.0 22.SO 9.91 1497 8.07
4.0 22.90 9.. 90 1567 8.05
5,0 22.90 10.05 1614 S.03
6.0 22,. 50 9.53 1513 3.11
7.0 21.70 9.15 1400 8.20
o a •%.' !i! 1 u / O '"? ..5s- 1 D w ci
i™. •-» •*"! -"\ t~\ \~\ -i err T ~v
? 11 *_* ,C'. '..) « C> O .' D W l^ > J. CJ '-' /
10.0 19.70 6.55 1461
F=- i-i v s z c iPi s_ r-i IE: « s LJ FJ IE r*i SE: M ~r
LAKE MEAD STATION EC2 S
DATE 05-07-87 TIME 1045
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION .1207.47 FEET




































































AIR TEMPERATURE 3O.50 DEGREES .(C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207,47 FEET















1 1 . 0
12.0
13. 0
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iF" HI Y 3 X C .Ai L_ !MI 1EET #-'•"» S U F£ EE11-1 iEE fM T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 05-07-87 TIME 1200
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.47 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, E WIND 10 I'-IPi-i1
SECCHI 6.60 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.




































































































































































































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 33. CO DEGREES
LAKE. ELEVATION 1207.47 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, WINDY 10 £:
SECCHI 1. .50 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY
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!Mi EZ ;ft S !LJ Ft E£ M SEE! W T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 N
DATE 05-07-87 TIME 1315
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.47 FEET
WEATHER "CALM, PARTLY CLOUDY" '
SECCHI 1.50 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.
M DEGREES C MS/L MICRO--M/CM STANDARD
0 ,. 0 24. 10 14.69 1182 3» 74
1.0 ' 23.70 14.62 1.1.64
2.. 0 23.6O 14.63 1138
3.0 23.3O 13.93 1224
4.0 23.. 20 13.77 1230
5.. 0 23.10 12.70 1293 S.54
6.0 22.90 11.39 1360 S., 35
7.0 23.20 11.43 1593 8.30
S.. O 22.6O 1O,. 30 1316 " """
9., 0 21., SO S. 95 1566
10.0 21.40 7.53 1574
iF-IH! VJ3 I
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 S
DATE 05-07-87 TI.ME 1335
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.47 FEET































































£3 T C *2i IL_ M EH! ift S LJ iR; iEE M Er*4 "1"
LAKE 'MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 05-07-87 TIME 1400
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.. 00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.47 FEET














.1 0 „ 0
1 1 . 0
12.0
13.0
1 4 . 0










*;!.". J i '•..'
26,, 0




35 „ 0/» .•••. ,-t

























1 4 . 7O
1 4 . ibO
1 4 . 6O
1 4 . 60
1 4 . 30
1 4 . 20
14. 00
j. •-'•• a "/' '•-*
i 3 . 70
13.70
13. 20
•' 'T r\r\ -...' ,, ' .•• » J
-1 -~ , -'7,~iJ. ..•:. . i U









1 0 . 00
9.99
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7' . A 5
7. 66
7 ., 55
— =• ; -~i
.• „ ,.-• /
"T -~ ':r
7 :1 5 3
-7 ~; "?;
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AIR TEMPERATURE 28,. 60 DEGREES

















1 2 . O
1 3 „ 0
1 4 . O
1 5 „ 0
1 6 . 0
1 7 . O
IS. O




































1 9 . 00
18.80
18.60
1 8 ,. 30
17,, 60
1 6 . 70
16. 20
15.70
1 5 ., 7O
15. 30
1 5 . 20
15 . CO
.14. 90
1 4 „ 70
1 4 ,. / O
1 4 „ 3u















1 1 . 9O
1 i „ SO
1 1 .. 80
1 1 . SO
1 1 „ 70




































































































































7 "~< "?'1, .• -...'
7. 93
"7 „ <:? ^3.
";.? •:"• "7
~r ;- — f
.' ;: -' -'
"T .""I."1!
7,, 99
8 . 0 1
8 . 0 1
8 ,, 03





AIR TEMPERATURE 30.10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.47 FEET















































1 1 . 93













































7 „ 5 9
IF" M V" S X C A !l__ IMIEZ *=i £3 LJ FC SET M IE SM "F S
LAKE MEAD " STATION BC2 C
DATE 05-07-87 TIME 160O
AIR 'TEMPERATURE 32.OO DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.47 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY, BREEZY S"
SECCHI 1.2O METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P,H.
.1 . DEGREES C MG/L MICRO-M/CM STANDARD
0.0 24.30 . 15.04 . 1132 9.O3
l.O 24.30 14.83 1173 9..O3
2.O 24.20 14,. 40 :11S4 9.OO
3.0 24,00 14.49 1192 S.98
4.0 23.60 13.SI 1189 S.85
5.0 23.50 13.26 12B9 8.79
6.O 23.50 11.96 1403 8.53
7,. 0 23.00 11.46 1470 8.48
S.O 22,90 9.S2 i486 3.30
9.0 22,. 30 9.35 1406 8,, 33
9.5 22.30 S.7S 1452






































































,— i -y r~,
•™- u Oxl
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AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.47 FEET
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DATE 05-07--S7 TIME 1710
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1 207,47 FEET

















































































































































































































































































































:" ' • -\>
f=" S-S V S Z 'C i=s L_ M E £* S LJ Ft E Ml E IM ~T
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 05-G7-87 TIME 1830
AIR TEMPERATURE 29,00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207,47 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY. WINDY 20 S"
SECCHI 2.30 METERS
































2 1 „ 80
2 i , 30
19.60
19. 10




1 1 . 56
11 = 84
12. O4






















































AIR TEMPERATURE 28.80 DEGREES (C)
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AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DEGREES (C)







































































































































































































iM :EI ii=s £5ILJI Ft iE^  >
LAKE flEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 05-07--87 TIME 2220




DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
11 DEGREES C HG/L MICRQ--M/CM STANDARD
0.0 23.90 13,, 96 1192 3.S&
23.90 14.00 1192 3.86
23.90 13.98 1194
3.0 23,. 30 13.73 1178
4.0 23.SO 13.IS 1152
3.0 23.90 13.37 126O
6.0 24.OO 12.90 1389
7. O 23. /O 1 _: * '4"7 IC-fcJ-jS
8.0 23.70 11,24 1460
9.0 22., 40 9.32 1403
9.5 22.10 3.70 1433
LJ Ft SE: M SE: r-j ~r









































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 24.20 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.35 FEET
WEATHER "DARK. BREEZY"
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.









1 0 . 0
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: LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 S
DATE 05-OB-87 TIME 0240
' . -" * - • :. • •:;. . • V. •
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00'DEGREES.'
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.35 FEET
WEATHER "DARK, BREEZY" ;
































1 1 . 76
1 1 . 58




























LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 05-08-87 TIME O355
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.50 DEGREES <C>

































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 23.00 DEGREES





































































AIR TEMPERATURE 23.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.35 FEET
WEATHER "DAWN, CALM"





























































1 4 . 30
14.00
















































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEBREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.35 FEET












































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 27.CO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.35 FEET
































































LAKE.MEAD .' STATION BC2
DATE 05-O8-87 TIME O820
"AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.35 FEET































































LAKE MEAD STATION LM02
DATE 05-15-87 TIME 0820 .
AIR TEMPERATURE 26.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.06 FEET







































































































1 1 1 . 70
11.70 •
11.70
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 70
1 1 . 60
11.60
1 1 . 60









































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 23.70 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.O6 FEET











































































































































































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 05-15-87 TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 23. 10 DEGREES '
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.06 FEET '' %


















































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 22.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.O6 FEET




































































































AIR TEMPERATURE; 23.50 DEGREES





































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC8
DATE 05-21-87 TIME 0810
AIR TEMPERATURE 21.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.56 FEET



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































. LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE O5-21-S7 TIME 1015
AIR TEMPERATURE 22.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O6.56 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, WINDS 20 MPH"
SECCHI 4.00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H. •





































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 25.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.56 FEET





























































































LAKE MEAD STATION LM02
DATE 06-18-87 TIME 1045
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.10 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET




















































































































1 1 . 30
11.56



















































































































































1ST AT I ON BC2 N
TIME 0
AIR TEMPERATURE -;1. OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.73 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.73 FEET





























































































AIR TEMPERATURE 31.BO "DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.73 FEET








































' 1 1 . 33
















































LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 06-11-87 TIME 1050
AIR TEMPERATURE 3O.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.73 FEET












































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 31.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.73 FEET

































































































































































































LAKE MEAD ETATION ECS
DATE O6-11-S7 TIME O920
AIR TEMPERATURE 32;00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.. 73 FEET


























































































1 1 . 86
11.80
11.75

















































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O5.92 FEET

































































AIR TEMPERATURE 34.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O5.92 FEET































































S I Ci=H_ -MEASUREMENTS
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 N
DATE 06-05-87 TIME - 1322
AIR TEMPERATURE -l.OO DESREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O5.92 FEET
WEATHER "PTLY CLOUDY, WINDY 20 SW"
SECCHI 1.10 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.





























































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 C
DATE 06-05-87 TIME 1305
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.92 FEET














































1 1 . 89
12.30

















































AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O5.92 FEET



































3 1 . 0
T -I cr










































































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 06-05-87 TIME 1115
AIR TEMPERATURE 3O.t>0 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.92 FEET

































































































































































































IF-J-SV'S I C*=*!__. MEASUREMENTS
LAKE MEAD STATION ECS
DATE 06-05-87 TIME 1000
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.92 FEET
WEATHER "PTLY CLOUDY, WINDY 10 SW"






























































































1 1 . 74



















































































































































IF-HTV S JC C <=» L_ MEiftSLJ Ft El-IE NTS
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 N
DATE 05-28-87 TIME 1120
AIR TEMPERATURE 25.20 DEGREES .
LAKE ELEVATION 12O5.97 FEET



































































































































AIR TEHPERATURE 25.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.97 FEET



































































AIR TEMPERATURE 25.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12051.97 FEET
































































































STATION BC3 S .
TIME 103O
AIR TEMPERATURE 25.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.97 FEET


































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 25-00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.97 FEET





























































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 05-28-87 TIME 090O
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.OO DEGREES



























































































































































































































































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 21.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.97 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, NORTH WINDS 30 MPH"
SECCHI 4.20 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.






































































































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 24.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.56 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, BREEZE"
SECCHI 1.20 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.




















































LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-S
DATE 07-09-87 TIME 1335
AIR TEMPERATURE 33. OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.89 FEET































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 07-09-87 TIME 1305
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES <C>
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.89 FEET
WEATHER "WINDY 20 (S) , PTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 1.90 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION













AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES , ;;
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.89 FEET '








































LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 07-09-87 TIME 1150 .
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.89 FEET
WEATHER "WINDY 20 <S) , PTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 3.50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION















LAKE MEAD STATION BC8
DATE 07-09-87 TIME 1040 "\R TEMPERATURE 26.50 DEBREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.89 FEET
WEATHER "WINDY 20 <S) , PTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 5.25 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION

















F-"IHI VS I CrtL.
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-S
DATE 07-O2-B7 TIME 1125
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.74 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE (E), CLEAR"
SECCHI 1.50 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
M DEGREES C MG/L MICRQ-M/CM STANDARD
0.0 28.78 13.81 1026 8.88
1.0 28.77 13.95 1021 8.95
2.0 28.26 11.13 1024 8.77
3.0 28.15 9.98 1041 8.66
4.0 28.10 9.56 1049 8.61
5.0 28.09 9.18 1060 < 8.58
6.0 28.01 9.03 • 1075 8.54
7.0 27.98 10.10 1184 8.52
8.0 27.86 9.63 1248 8.47
9.0 25.30 2.96 1255 7.96






AIR TEMPERATURE -l.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.74 FEET




























AIR TEMPERATURE 33.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.74 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE (E), CLEAR"
SECCHI 1.60 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYBEN •CONDUCTIVITY































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 33.20 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.74 FEET- •

































AIR TEMPERATURE 30.90 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.74 FEET



































L.H3MT. EElXnTI MCT I
F>I-iYSICi=»IL_ MEASUREMENTS
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 07-02-87 TIME 0840
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION • 12O6.74 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, CALM"
SECCHI 3.SO METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION




















AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.74 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE (N)"
SECCHI 4.40 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION


















































































































I OUT EXT IlxJCT I OIM
I C*=il_
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 06-25-87 TIME 1155
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1206. 17 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE <E> , CLOUDY (HIGH AND THIN"
SECCHI 1.50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM---2 7. TRANSMITTED











AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES i[.
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.17 FEET ^
WEATHER "BREEZY (E) , PTLY CLOUDY '(HIGH S< THIN)
SECCHI 1.40 METERS ;
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXY8EN CONDUCTIVITY P.H. •






















































































IC3HIT EXT IMCT X Or-4
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C .
DATE 06-25-87 TIME . 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE 33. OO DE6REES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.17 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZY (E) , PTLY CLOUDY (HIGH & THIN) "
SECCHI 1.25 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
























AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION • 12O6. 17 FEET
WEATHER "CALM, PTLY CLOUDY (HIGH S< THIN)
SECCHI 1.60 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION

























L_ JL e IHI T
F>H YS I
E X T I f M C T X O IM
MEASUREMENTS
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE O6-25-87 TIME 0845
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.17 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE <W) , PTLY CLOUDY (HIGH & THIN) "
SECCHI 2.40 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION































I_ I OUT" JETXT I ixlOT X
I CA.L.
LAKE MEAD STATION DCS
DATE 06-25-87 TIME 0735
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES <C>
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.17 FEET
WEATHER "CALM, CLOUDY (HIGH, SOMEWHAT THIN)"
SECCHI 3.75 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIBHT EXTINCTION













































AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES

































1 1 . 84
1 1 . 86
11.87







































AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES <C>






























X G C^ i L
LAKE MEAD
DATE 06-18-87
LJ IF: EE: r-i EE: INJ ~r s
STATION BC3-N
TIME 1325
AIR TEMPERATURE ;33.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION "1205.63 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, JBREEZE"












































1 1 . 98




















































AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES






























I_X(3M-r E XT 3
F^t-tYS I C£=kL_ MEASUFtEMENTS
LAKE MEAD STATION EC4
DATE 06-18-87 TIME 1245 .
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1205.63 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, WINDY 20 (SOUTH)"
SECCHI 2.20 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION















LAKE ELEVATION 12O5.63 FEET











































AIR TEMPERATURE 32.10 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 12O5.63 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, WINDY 20 S"
SECCHI 3.50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION








































F=> HI V S X C i£* L_
LAKE MEAD
DATE 07-30-87
t J R EZ 1-1 iEI «xl ~T S
STATION BCS
TIME 1500
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET









































































1 6 . 60
16.50

















1 2 . 00











































































































































F> M Y S I C *=* L_ Ml E rf=fc S LJ Ft EE M EIM T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 07-30-87 TIME 1330
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.72 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, S BREEZE"
SECCHI 3.00 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY F'.H.












































































































1 4 . 60
















































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, S BREEZE"
SECCHI 0.65 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.
























































ZLAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 07-30-87 TIME 1240
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET




































































F=-HYSIC*=fcl_ I-I Eft SURE! MET NTS
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 07-30-87 TIME 12OO
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET













































































































































































DATE 07-30-87 TIME 1130
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, S BREEZE"
SECCHI 0.75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
M DEGREES C MB/L MICRO-M/CM. STANDARD
0.0 2S.70 17.88 1022 8.31
l.O 28.40 16.46 103S 8.27
2.0 27.60 10.70 1003 S.03
3.0 27.10 8.32 987 7.96
4.0 27.00 6.86 1092 7.57
5.0 27.00 7.18 1369 7.. 42
6.0 26.90 7.14 1377 7.41
7.0 26.60 6.51 139O 7.38
S.O 26.. 50 6.34 1380 7.39
9.0 26.10 5.70 1342 7.35
10.0 26.. 20 6,. 04 1421 7.34
11.0 25.40 4.53 1234 7.31
12.0 25.00 2.76 1110 7.18
13.0 24.40 2.19 1080 7.11
14.0 23.90 1.33 1044 6.98
15.0 23.30 1.18 1020 6.97
16.O 22.80 0.34 1023 6. 79
17.0 21.8O 0.32 983 6.72
17.5 20.. 80 0.32 962





AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET

































































LJ R EE: M IE: M ~r s
STATION EC2 C
TIME 0930
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.CO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.72 FEET





































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 N
DATE 07-30-87 TIME 0850
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET{
.WEATHER "CLEAR AND CALM" -
SECCHI 0.80 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXY6EN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.















1 4 . 0
1 5 . 0
1 6 . 0














































































AIR TEMPERATURE 31.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET








































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 07-30-87 TIME 0755
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, NW BREEZE"
SECCHI 2.60 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.,
M DEGREES C MG/L MICRO-M/CM STANDARD
O.O 27.40 11.75 9O6 8.70
1.0 27.40 11.85 906 3.71
2.0 27.4O 11.50 9O5 S»72
3.0 27.40 11.60 906 8.72
4.0 27.00 10.OS • 898 8-67
5.O 26.30 7.44 959 8.37
6.0 26.10 7.46 9O7 8.35
7.0 25.30 7.57 876 8.35
8.0 24.90 7.12 882 8.29
9.0 24.. 80 6.75 896 8.22
10.0 24.60 6.62 888 8.15
11.0 24.10 5.85 900 8.. 00
12.0 23.90 5,. 28 903 7,. 86
13.. 0 23.30 5.:19 893 7.83
14.0 23.00 4.79 888 • 7.73
15.0 22.00 4., 63 877 7.66
16.0 2.1.60 4.05 877 7.53
17.0 20.70 3.25 833 7.48
18.0 20.20 2.55 883 7.35
19.0 19.10 2.26 879 7.34
20.0 18-70 2.37 869 7.31
21.0 17.70 2.92 861 7.34
22.0 17.40 3.53 856 7.34
23.0 16.90 3.54 850 7.29
24.0 16.80 3.52 852 7,25
25.0 16.30 3.52 850 7.26
26.0 16.10 3.. 21 846 7.22
27.0 15.70 3.56 845 7.22
28.0 15.50 3.86 843 7.25
29.0 15.10 4.02 840 • 7.26
30.0 14.80 4.42 839 7.28
31.0 14.50 4.. 33 839 7.3O
32.0 14.30 4.61' 837 7.32
MEASUREMENTS
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 07-30-37 TIME 0720
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.60 DEGREES <C>
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, NW BREEZE"
SECCHI 3.20 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE
















































































1 1 . 05
11.21
1 1 . 09
















































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BCB
DATE 07-30-87 TIME 0625
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET












































































1 6 . 3O
1 6 . 1 0
15.. 60
1 5 . 50
15.20






























































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES-
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.25 FEET































































LAKE MEAD STATION EC2 C
DATE 07-23-87 TIME 1O20
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.25 FEET "•!.
WEATHER "CLEAR, SE BREEZE" ;
SECCHI 1.50 METERS ;
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYBEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
M DEGREES C MG/L MICRO-M/CM STANDARD
0.0 25.80 10.63 945 B.69
l.O 25.70 10.78 946 8.70
2.0 25.50 9.81 965 8.61
3.0 25.40 9.6O 986 8.58
4.0 25.40 8.98 1O12 8.52
5.O 25.30 8.48 113O 8.45
6.O 25.30 8 ,.26 1157 8.38
7.0 25.10 8.41 1173 8.38
8.0 25.20 8.43 1176 8.36
9.-0 ' 25.10 8.38 1178 8.35
10.0 25.10 8.34" 1186 8.32
10.5 25.10 8.34 1326' S.26
ll.O 25.00 8.29 1347 8.20
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 B
DATE 07-23-87 TIME O915
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.GO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.25 FEET
WEATHER "CALM AND CLEAR"

































































































F>MY£3 X CiAL.- MErf=*SUR:EME:M~rS
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 C
DATE 07-23-87 TIME 0930
AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.25 FEET








































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 07-23-87 TIME 0840
AIR TEMPERATURE 28.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.25 FEET
WEATHER '"CALM AND CLEAR"
SECCHI 4.60 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE











1 0 . 0












































1 6 . 50
16.20
















































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 07-23-87 TIME 0800
AIR TEMPERATURE 27-00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.25 FEET

































































1 6 . 20






































































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC8
DATE 07-23-87 TIME 0710
AIR TEMPERATURE 26.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.25 FEET


















1 4 . 0




































































1 2 . 20
12. 10
12.10 .'
1 2 . OO
; 1 1 . 90
1 1 . 90






















































































































































E WINDS 40 MRH"
O.90 METERS '
DEPTH TEMPERATURE



























1 1 . 73
11.27




































t=- IM I 3=>
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 07-16-87 TIME 1230
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.80 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY, E WINDS 40 MPH"
.SECCHI 1.25 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.

































































AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION. 1207.00 FEET



























































































AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY, E WINDS 40 MPH"
SECCHI 1.75 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.












































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 07-16-87 TIME 11GO
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.00 FEET








































































1 0 . 52
10.71






























































































LAKE MEAD STATION LMO3
DATE 07-16-87 TIME 10O5
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.00 FEET;;
WEATHER "OVERCAST, S WIND 4O MPH"
SECCHI 2.50 METERS ''
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
































































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1206.89 FEET













































































AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O&.89 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE, PTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 1.10 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION





4.0 6.7 ' 0.7





AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET














1 0 . 0
1 1 . 0
12.0
13.0























































































1 . 0 1 9O . O
2.0 53 . 0
3 . O 11. O
4.0 5.6
X T- X INICT X OM



















AIR TEMPERATURE 31.70 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION --1.OO FEET











































AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -l.OQ FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BE WIND 20 MPH"
SECCHI 3.60 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIBHT EXTINCTION
































L_I OUT XT INCTTTON





AIR TEMPERATURE 31.OO DEBREES <C>
























































x GS-BT EZX~T i IVJCT x ON
I
LAKE MEAD STATION:BC2 N
DATE 0.7-31-87 TIME ; 0750
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.80 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, W BREEZE"
SECCHI 0.70 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION




3.0 2.5 0 . 9





AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.80 FEET




















5__ I OUT E X T I WCT I O8M
X C*=»S_
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 07-31-87 TIME 0730
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.80 FEET




























LIGHT- lETXTIIxlCT I OIM
F>I-1YSICP*L_ MEASUREMENT'S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 07-31-87 TIME 0630
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.80 FEET %
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, W BREEZE"
SECCHI 1.00 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM'S2 '/. TRANSMITTED




4.0 0.2 ' 0.5
F="M VO
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 07-31-87 TIME 0520
•AIR TEMPERATURE' -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.. 80 FEET















1 1 ,. 0
12.0
13.0
1 4 . 0









































1 7 . 7O
1 7 . 50
16.90
1 6 . 60






















































































































AIR TEMPERATURE -l.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207-80 FEET





































































LAKE MEAD STATION BCS-C
DATE 07-31-87 TIME 0330
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.80 FEET


































































































LAKE MEAD ' STATION. BC2 N
DATE 07-31-87 TIME 0200
AIR TEMPERATURE -l.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207,80 FEET






































































DATE 07-31-87 TIME O130
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207. SO FEET



































































F>!HiVS I C#=4I_ ME Pi SURE: MEN ITS
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 07-31-87 TIME 0030
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.80 FEET
WEATHER "DARK AND STARRY, CALM"
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYBEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M. .




























































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 07-30-87 TIME 210O
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET

















































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DECREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET








































































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET













































































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DE6REES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET


































































1 7 . 60
16.90
16.80






































































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 S
DATE 07-30-87 TIME 1855 ; .
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 D E G R E E S -
LAKE ELEVATION 12O7.72 FEET .
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, CALM"
SECCHI 0.65 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY F.H.
M DEGREES C MG/L MICRO-M/CM STANDARD
O.O 29.80 18.47 963 9.O4
1.0 29.70 18.67 1O03 9.O5
2.O 29.70 16.33 112O 8.87
3.O 29.40 16.29 1103 8.84
4.0 29.30 10.52 1417 8.36
5.0 27.50 8.. 14 1281 . 8.21
6.0 27.40 6.02 1353 7.9O
7.O 26.70 5.95 1370 7.83
B.O 26.60 5.36 1377 7.72
9.0 26.30 4.73 1358 - 7.65





AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET


































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 C
DATE O7-30-87 TIME 1820
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET















































•i -^  C-T























































.LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 07-30-87 TIME 170O
AIR TEMPERATURE -i.OQ DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, SE BREEZE"
SECCHI 2.10 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.













1 2 . 0
1 3 . 0
14.O
15.0
1 6 . O
17.0
18.0
































2 1 . 50
20 . 40
20.00







































•—• . ji. J.
T, Of)








































































Fr- s_.g V" O X G .Pk L_ M SEE ift S LJ R: E 1*1 EEIIM
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 S
DATE 07-30-87 TIME 1625
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE O7-30-87 TIME-' 1615
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, SE BREEZE"
SECCHI 0.80 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.M.
M DEGREES C MG/L MICRO-M/CM STANDARD
0.0 29.40 17.02 1010 9.09
l.O 29.50 17.15 989 .9.06
2.0 29.60 16.01 1219 8.79
3.0 29.40 12.30 1396 B.44
4.0 28.40 10.90 1234 8.51
5.0 28.10 8.31 1336 8.12
6.0 .27.50 7.60 1404 S.O7
7.0 27.40 6.78 1444 7.89
8.O 26.60 5.35 1383 7.82
9.0 26.5O 5.O3 1356 7.6S
10.0 26.40 4.93 1443 7.61





AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1207.72 FEET
WEATHER "PARTLY CLOUDY, BE BREEZE"
SECCHI 1.40 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN


































































































!L_ I £3HIT El XT X MOT I OIKS
F> IHI Y S I O ft L_ Mi EE ^  S LJ !R EE M EE t*4 T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 09-O3-87 TIME 1050
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.6O DEGREES





















LIGHT EXTINCT I ON
7. TRANSMITTED







EXT Z BvlOT I





AIR TEMPERATURE 31.1O DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.48 FEET
WEATHER "CALM, PARTLY CLOUDY"


































L_ I C3 t-i T !E€ X T" I W C T I O 3x1
F>I-f VS I C«,L_ ME£iA.O
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 09-O3-87 TIME 0855
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.48 FEET
WEATHER "CALM, PARTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 2.40 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM---2 7. TRANSMITTED
0.0 350.0 100.0
1.0 160.0 45.7








F:" M • V S X C
EE: x T i NOT- x





AIR TEMPERATURE 27. SO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209. 48:' FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE (M) ? PARTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 5 '.90 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION






















































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.23 FEET








































































L_ i emir E: x T i JMCT i or-j
F> J
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE O8-27-S7 TIME 1105
A IPs TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.23 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE (E) "
SECCH1 1.25 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM---2 X TRANSMITTED
0.0 630.0 100.0
1.0 140.0 22.2




LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-S
DATE 08-27-87 TIME 1O50
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O9.23 FEET











































1 1 . BS


















































L_ X G M If
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AIR TEMPERATURE 33.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.23 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE <E) "
























AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.23 FEET


















1 S . 0
8.8
1ST "7"




















AIR TEMPERATURE 30.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.23 FEET









































L_ X G3 HI T £E X T I
IF" t-S V £3 Z C i A. L_
LAKE MEAD
DATE 08-27-87
T X O IM
STATION BC8
TIME 0715
AIR TEMPERATURE 2B.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.23 FEET
















































































































































































LAKE MEAD STATION BC3 S
DATE 08-21-87 TIME O95O
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET















1 1 . O
1 2 . 0
13.0














































1 0 1 7
1016
1100































































5_ T ea--s~r IE:xT i: IXICT x





AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, W BREEZE"
SECCHI 3.10 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION



































AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET











































AIR TEMPERATURE 27.50 DEGREES

















1 2 . O









































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET .


























































i_ i BUT EXTINCTION
F-'-MTV'S 3. CiAiL_
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE 08-13-87 TIME 1050
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.80 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, SW BREEZE"
SECCHI 0.95 METERS
DEPTH LISHT LIBHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM---2 "/. TRANSMITTED
O.O 680.0 100.0





LAKE MEAD ' STATION BC3 S
DATE 08-13-87 TIME 1015
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -l.OO FEET














1 0 . 0
1 1 . 0
. 12.0
13.0

















































































AIR TEMPERATURE 31.50 DEEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET


























L_ I 03!--irr E X ~T I MCT I
a-. j._j| Y £3 j c jc, j_ |>^s ET« S; LJ Ft E M E !"• J ~T E>
LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
• DATE 08-13-87 TIME 0900
AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR AND CALM"
SECCHI 2.50 METERS
DEPTH LIBHT LISHT EXTINCTION
M UE/CM---2 '/.. TRANSMITTED
O.O 410.0 10O.O
1.0 230.0 56.1






!_. I G 8-8 T 5EI X T I 3x5 O T I O IM
II
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 08-13-87 TIME 0815
AIR TEMPERATURE 27.90 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR., MW BREEZE"
SECCHI 2.60 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
















AIR TEMPERATURE 27.40 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET



















1 1 . 0







































AIR TEMPERATURE -l.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -1.00 FEET
WEATHER "-1"
SECCHI 0.95 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
























































L._. I €3II--11T El X T I W C T 1" O iM
vr £3 T C i«i L. Ml EZ jp» S U Ft EE l-ll EEi M ~T 'S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2 C
DATE O8-06-S7 TIME ? 1120
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.70 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION -LOO FEET






































AIR TEMPERATURE 29.00 'DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION' 1209.85 FEET












































L_. x C3 MI ~r E: x T x r-4 c ~r :r o IM
X
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 09-24-87 TIME 1125
AIR TEMPERATURE 28.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.85 FEET











































1 3 . 3
















AIR TEMPERATURE 26.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.85 FEET



































































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 31.30 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O9.60 FEET


























-v- s I o ifti L_ M E .A, S !LJ FS E M E IKS T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-N
DATE 09-17-87 TIME 1030
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.OO -DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET

































































































































































L_ X C3fr-»T EIXTX NCTT X OIM
I CaPsL
LAKE MEAD STATON EC3-C
DATE O9-17-87 TIME ? 101O
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.20 "DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE (BW) "
SECCHI 1.40 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT' LIGHT EXTINCTION







L_ Z £3 li-S T" EE X T I






AIR TEMPERATURE 29.GO DECREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE <SW)"
SECCHI 2.90 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION





































AIR TEMPERATURE 28. 10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET













































n_. x G; n ir EE x ~r i INI OTIC M
HI V" S I C <=*S_ M EE rt £3 LJ Ft IE! IM JET M T S
LAKE MEAD STATION DCS }
DATE 09-17-87 TIME 0725
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET





























































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET















































































































L_ £ G H T E: X T X 8MI C ~T X OJM
F> .._8 • v £3 I C ft L_ M E <=* S LJ iR E=I M E IM ~T :
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 09-10-87 TIME 1140
AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET























..{! y s x c ^  i._ M EE.:« £3 LJ F£ EE M E£ INI "T S
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-N
DATE 09-10-87 TIME r 1050
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET























































































































































































L_ X C3 !HI T
I -y £3





AIR TEMPERATURE 34.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, CALM"
SECCHI .1 . 70 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION



















































L_ I GMT" EE X T X KxlCT" I OIM





AIR TEMPERATURE 33.60 DEGREES









































iE£ X T I WCT" I
LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 09-10-37 TIME OS55
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.90 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209 .60 FEET












































AIR TEMPERATURE 27.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.60 FEET



































































































































l_ I GMT E X T I IMCT I ON
TVS: I CiAiL_ M EE f* S LJ IF! E MIEEN T £3
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 09-03-87 TIME j- 1145
AIR TEMPERATURE 33.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 12O9.48 FEET
WEATHER "BREEZE (SE), CLEAR"













1 40 . 0
44.0













IF" 8-1V S DC C iA. L_ M !EE *=» £3 LJ R: EH M 3EIIM IT:
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-N
DATE 09-03-87 TIME 1100
. AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.48 FEET






































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 21.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.87 FEET




































































AIR TEMPERATURE 22.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.87 FEET








































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 23.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.87 FEET





























































LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 10-08-37 TIME 012O
AIR TEMPERATURE 23.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.87 FEET









































































AIR TEMPERATURE 23.70 DEGREES: (C)










































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 24.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET



































































AIR TEMPERATURE 24.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O9.86 FEET









































































AIR TEMPERATURE 27.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, CALM, FULL MOON"
SECCHI -l.OO METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE




















































































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET



































































AIR TEMPERATURE 27.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET










































































AIR TEMPERATURE 30.20 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET




















































AIR TEMPERATURE -l.OO DEGREES




































































































L_ I O 2-3 IT ETXTIMCTIO M
F~" iHi v s i o jft L. M JE: (A. o LJ R: EZ M EI JKJ T s
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 10-O7-S7 TIME 1650
AIR TEMPERATURE 3O.90 DEBREES



































AIR TEMPERATURE 31.OO DEGREES






































AIR TEMPERATURE 31.. 50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET





















































1 5 . 0 1 . 0
L_ I G IHI T
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AIR TEMPERATURE 31.00 DEGREES






















































AIR TEMPERATURE --1.OO DEGREES






















































































































AIR TEMPERATURE --LOO DEGREES











































































































































' M EE ft £3 LJ Ft E1-1EET W "IT £3
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 10-O7-87 TIME 1355
AIR TEMPERATURE 30.2O DEGREES






















































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 29.60 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O9.86 FEET
WEATHER "PTLY CLOUDY, BREEZE (E) "
SECCHI 5.60 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.

















.1. 6 .. 0
17. O
1 8 . 0
1 9 ,. 0
20. 0
2 1 . 0
22 . 0
23 , 0
2 4 ., 0
25., 0
26,. 0
















































































































































IHI V £3 I C #=* L_ M EE jPn £3 LJ !R: EZ M EE ifM! T"
LAKE MEAD STATION EC3-C
DATE 10-07-87 TIME 1255
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.10 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET
WEATHER "PTLY CLOUDY, BREEZE (E) "
SECCHI 3.10 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN CONDUCTIVITY P.H.
M DEGREES C MB/L MICRO-M/CM STANDARD
0 - 0 25.17 9 . 62 918 B . 65
1.0 25.20 9.66 921 8.64
2.0 25.12 9.70 929 8,. 65
3.. 0 25,06 9.50 936 8.63
4.0 24.95 9.27 939 S.61
5.0 24.87 8.98 938 8.57
6.0 24 . 85 8 . 50 942 8 . 53
7.0 24.82 8.34 937 8.5O
8.0 24.80 8.03 939 8.47
9., 0 24,80 7., 87 949 3.45
10.O 24.80 7.85 950 8.43
1 1 . 0 2 4 .. 7 5 7 ., 7 6 9 7 6 8 ., 4 .1.
12,. 0 24.72 7.67 993 B.3B
13.0 24.72 7.64 1000 8.37
14.O 24.71 7.65 1016 8.35
15.0 24.66 7,, 77 1026 8.36
16.0 24.47 7.66 1159 8.25
17.0 24. OS 5.33 1262 3.03





AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O9.86 FEET












































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 27,CO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET













































































































F> I-IIV S I. C *=» L._ M E A S LJ Ft EE Ml EINJ T~
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-S
DATE 10-07-87 TIME' 1030.
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET '
WEATHER "BREEZE <SE)» PTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 2.9O METERS
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AIR TEMPERATURE 26.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET





















































































IL_ T. GIHIT IE: X T X J-4'O'TT X Of\
v s 1 o tfSii L_ M! SEE: #=» s L j Fe EE M IE M T f 3
LAKE MEAD STATION ECS
DATE 10-07-37 TIME 0825
AIR .TEMPERATURE 24.90 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.86 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 24.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O9.86 FEET















1 1 . 0
12.0
13.0
1 4 . 0
1 5 . 0















































IL_ z e in T" IE: x T i M c ~r x o IM
F-- n v s x c ft i_ MI EI IA
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-C
DATE 09-24-87 TIME 1335
AIR TEMPERATURE 29.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.85 FEET
WEATHER "PTLY CLOUDY, BREEZE (E)"
SECCHI 1.15 METERS
3EPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION
M UE./CM-S2 7. TRANSMITTED
0.0 540.0 100.0
1.0 160.0 29.6
2.0 44.0 B . I
3.0 16.0 3.0
4.0 5.2 1.0
L_ i o if-5 T IE: x T i: M c T" i o IN*
LJ Fi EZ M EZ !M T O
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-C
DATE 09-24-87 TIME 13O5
AIR TEMPERATURE 32.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209,85 FEET.



































































































































































































































































































































































































LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 01OO
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI, HELP, QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM SONDE














































































































STOPPING DflTE-TIME' (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR» : O6S687 13OO
LOBG2NG INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : O10O
TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CftLIB,SETUP,RECOV,VflRI, HELP, QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM S.nigD
90JT RETURN WHEN READYQU *
COND
T,YPE IN COND STflNDflRD SOLUTION'S VflLUE IN MS/CM: .718
PLflCE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION




PLflCE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN flGftIN TO flBORT CftLIBRftTION
CflLIBRflTION COMPLETED
CflLIB> 'PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CflLIBRflTION: TYPE BUFFER VflLUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLflCE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN flGflIN TO flBORT CflLIBRftTION
PH IS UNSTflBLE,CflLIBRflTION flBORTED
CflLIB> PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CflLIBRflTION: TYPE BUFFER VflLUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLflCE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN flGflIN TO flBORT CflLIBRflTION
PH IS UNSTflBLE,CflLIBRflTION flBQRTED
CflLIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CflLIB,SETUP,RECOV,VflRI, HELP, QUIT
MQNIT
MONITORING IN PROGRESS (HIT RETURN TO flBORT)















TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CflLIB, SETUP, RECOV, VflRI, HELP, QUIT
- INVflLID






MONITORING IN PROGRESS (HIT RETURN TO flBORT)
MMDDYY HHMM : 062487 2202
TEMP +28.30 DEG C
PH +09.06 UNITS
COND +>. «< MS/CM
SflLIN +00.41 PPT
DO +O7. 89 MGXL(PPM)
ORP +O.140 VOLTS
BflTTERY +05.84 VOLTS
MMDDYY HHMM : 062487 2203
TEMP : +28.26 DEG C
PH : +09.O7 UNITS
COND : +). «< MS/CM






AIR TEMPERATURE 14.50 DEGREES (C)
LAKE ELEVATION 1211.03 FEET
WEATHER "CLEAR, BREEZE (SW)"
SECCHI 3.70 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION







































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 14.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1211.03 FEET

































































AIR TEMPERATURE 14.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1211.03 FEET
WEATHER "PTLY CLOUDY. 12 MPH (W) "
SECCHI 9.90 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION



























































AIR TEMPERATURE 9.50 DECREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1211.03 FEET





























































F=-|-iYS I CftL MEASUREMENTS
LAKE MEAD STATION BC2-S
, DATE 11-25-87 TIME 1300
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.68 FEET




















































































































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.68 FEET







































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 14.40 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O9.68 FEET
WEATHER "WINDY 20 N, PTLY CLOUDY"
SECCHI 5.50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION








































LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 11-25-87 TIME 0900
AIR TEMPERATURE 17.40 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.68 FEET


























































LAKE MEAD STATION BC5
DATE 11-25-87 TIME 0815
AIR TEMPERATURE 16.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.68 FEET
































































AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.80 FEET
WEATHER "CLOUDY, BREEZE BE"
SECCHI 2.25 METERS
DEPTH TEMPERATURE OXYGEN































































AIR TEMPERATURE 24.90 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1203.80 FEET






































--I-! YS I C*=»L.
LAKE MEAD STATION BC3-S
DATE 10-29-87 TIME 1215
AIR TEMPERATURE -1.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O8.80 FEET
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AIR TEMPERATURE 24.90 DEBREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.80 FEET
WEATHER "OVERCAST, WIND SE 10 MPH"
SECCHI 3.50 METERS
DEPTH LIGHT LIGHT EXTINCTION




































LAKE MEAD STATION BC4
DATE 10-29-87 TIME 1110
AIR TEMPERATURE 24.90 DEGREES
















































































































































AIR TEMPERATURE 25.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1208.80 FEET












































































AIR TEMPERATURE 21.OO DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.87 FEET









































































AIR TEMPERATURE 21.00 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 12O9.S7 FEET




































































AIR TEMPERATURE 21.50 DEGREES
LAKE ELEVATION 1209.87 FEET









































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































STATION ID : LORE MEAD, BC2, 2. 5M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : OiOO





































































NET " , "" ' "V
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VftRI, HELP, QUIT
MONIT
MONITORING IN PROGRESS (HIT RETURN TO flBORT)
MMDDYY HHMM : O71987 ££09
TEMP : +£1.63 DEG C
PH : +07.90 UNITS
COND : +0.849 MS/CM
DO : +O6.31 MG/L(PPM>
BATTERY : +O5.86 VOLTS
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VftRI, HELP, QUIT
CALIB
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
DO
TYPE BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IN MM OF MERCURY: 754
PREPARE DO PROBE FOR CALIBRATION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
DO IS OUT OF SPECS, CALIBRATION IS NOT SET
CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
MONIT
MONITORING IN PROGRESS (HIT RETURN TO ABORT)
MMDDYY HHMM : 071987 ££19
TEMP : +£i.4£ DEG C
PH : +07.91 UNITS
COND : +0.83£ MS/CM
DO : +06.54 MG/L(PPM)
BATTERY : +05.86 VOLTS
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
- INVALID
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
CALIB
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
DO
TYPE BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IN MM OF MERCURY: 754.4
PREPARE DO PROBE FOR CALIBRATION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
DO IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP,QUIT
VALUE
VALUE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND,ORP, SAL1N, BATT, MEM, TIME, HELP,RET
DO
TEMP : +££.££ DEG C
COND : +0.858 MS/CM
DO : +06.66 MG/L(PPM>
VALUE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND,ORP, SALIN, BATT, MEM, TIME,HELP,RET
RET
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB, SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
CALIB
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
DO
TYPE BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IN MM OF MERCURY: 754.4
PREPARE DO PROBE FOR CALIBRATION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
DO IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
S I D TDEV '" : '+O00~.~OO4
RECOVERY COMPLETED
RECOV) STID, DftTft,DSTflT,TSTflT,CSTflT, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CflLIB,SETUP,RECOV, VflRI, HELP, QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CflBLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CflBLE FROM SONDE
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HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
PH IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE,HELP,RET
RET
TERM) VALUE, MONIT, CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI,HELP,QUIT
MONIT
MONITORING IN PROGRESS (HIT RETURN TO ABORT)
MMDDYY HHMM : 071387 1O37
TEMP : +£5.05 DEB C
PH : +09.£4 UNITS
COND : +>. <« MS/CM
DO : +O8.O1 MG/L(PPM)







PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN. TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI, HELP, QUIT
VALUE
VALUE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND,ORP,SALIN,BATT,MEM, TIME, HELP, RET
PH
TEMP : +£7.£9 DEG C
PH : +09.18 UNITS
VALUE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND,ORP,SALIN,BATT,MEM, TIME,HELP,RET
SETUP - INVALID




ERASE DATA (Y/N) ? Y
ARE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PARAMETERS ENABLED:
TEMP PH COND DO BATTERY
CHOOSE) ENABL,DISAB, HELP, RET
RET
STATION ID : BQKE MEAD BC£, £. 5 M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY (CR) HHMM (CR)) : 071387 1O45
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY (CR) HHMM <CR)) : 071387 14OO
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY (CR) HHMM (CR)) : 071687 1£00
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 0)100
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI,HELP,QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM SONDi
RECOVERY COMPLETED
RECOV) STID,DflTfl,DSTftT,TSTflT, CSTAT, HELP, RET

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TERM) VALUE,WONIT,£ftLIB, SETUP, RECOV, VARI,HELP, QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM SONDt
OXO
STD DEV : +OOO'. 006
RECOVERY COMPLETED
RECOV) STID, DflTfl,DSTflT,TSTftT, CSTflT, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VflLUE, MONIT,CflLIB,SETUP,RECOV, VflRI, HELP, QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU COBLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CflBLE FROM SONDE





































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































CftLIB) PHZER, PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE,HELP, RET
COND
TYPE IN COND STftNDftRD SOLUTION'S VftLUE IN MS/CM: .716
PLftCE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION




PLftCE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRftTION




PH SLOPE CflLIBRflTION: TYPE BUFFER VflLUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLflCE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRftTION




TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CftLIB,SETUP,RECOV,VftRI, HELP, QUIT
SETUP
ERflSE DflTfl (Y/N) ? Y
flRE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PflRflMETERS ENflBLED:
TEMP PH COND BflTTERY
CHOOSE) ENflBL,DISftB,HELP,RET
RET
STflTION ID : LflKE MEflD, BC£ £„ 5 M
SETTING DflTE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : O81787 OS41
STARTING DflTE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 081787 1SOO
STOPPING DflTE-TIME (MMDDYY (CR) HHMM (CR)) : 082O87 12OO
LOGGING INTERVflL (HHMM CR) : 01OO
TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CflLIB,SETUP,RECOV,VflRI, HELP, QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CflBLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CflBLE FROM SONDf















































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIRST CONNECT DMU CABLE TO SONDE,' THEN CONNECT DMU CABLE TO DMU
HIT RETURN WHEN READY




HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT RECOVERY
STATION ID : LAKE MEAD, BC£ 2.5 M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR) )
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR) )
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR))
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 0100


























































































































































































































































































































































































































































PH SLOPE CftLIBRftTION: TYPE BUFFER VftLUE IN UNITS: 9. 18
PLflCE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CftLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN ftBAIN TO ftBORT CftLIBRftTION
RETURN PRESSED, CflLIBRflTION ftBORTED
CftLIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CftLIBRflTIONs TYPE BUFFER VflLUE IN UNITS: 9. 18
PLflCE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRftTION




TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CflLIB, SETUP, RECOV, VflRI, HELP, QUIT
SETUP
ERflSE DflTfl (Y/N) ? Y
flRE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PflRflMETERS ENABLED:
TEMP PH COND BflTTERY
CHOOSE) ENflBL,DISflB, HELP, RET
RET
STflTION ID : LflKE MEflD, BC£ (2.5MX
SETTING DflTE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)> : 080387 O917
STflRTING DftTE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 08O387 IfiOO
STOPPING DftTE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM (CR)) : OSO687 12OO
LOGGING INTERVflL (HHMM CR) : 0100
TERM) VflLUE, MONIT, CflLIB-, SETUP, RECOV, VflRI, HELP, QUIT
QUIT




















































































































































































































































































































































HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT RECOVERY




LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR)
DO FLOW FACTOR : +1.087 L
(CR> HHMM <CR> )
(CR> HHMM (CR>)







































































TYPE IN COND STANDARD SOLUTION'S VALUE IN MS/CM: .718
PLACE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION




TYPE BAROMETRIC PRESSURE IN MM OF MERCURY: 756
PREPARE DO PROBE FOR CALIBRATION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION






MONITORING IN PROGRESS (HIT RETURN TO ABORT)
MMDDYY HHMM : 072787 072O
TEMP : +£1.92 DEG C
PH : +08.21 UNITS
COND : +0.722 MS/CM
BATTERY : +05.94 VOLTS
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI, HELP,QUIT
VALUE
VALUE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND,ORP,SALIN,BATT,MEM, TIME, HELP, RET
DO
TEMP : +21.92 DEG C
COND : +0.722 MS/CM
DO : +05.81 MGXL(PPM) ,
VALUE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND,ORP,SALIN,BATT,MEM, TIME, HELP,RET
BET




PLACE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN fUT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED


















































































CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
COND
TYPE IN COND STANDARD SOLUTION'S VflLUE IN MS/CM: .718
PLflCE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
COND IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
CtDND
TYPE IN COND STANDARD SOLUTION'S VALUE IN MS/CM: .718
PLACE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB> PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHZER
PLACE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION




PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP,RET
RET
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB, SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
SETUO
ERASE DATA (Y/N) ? Y
ARE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PARAMETERS ENABLED:
TEMP PH COND BATTERY
CHOOSE) ENABL,DISAB,HELP, RET
RET
STATION ID : LAKE MEAD, BC£, £.5M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 100587 0820
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 100587 12OO
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 100887 1£00
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 0100
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI, HELP,QUIT
























































































































































































































































































































































































TYPE IN COND STANDARD SOLUTION'S VALUE IN MS/CM: .918
PLACE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION




PLACE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9. 18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
PH IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE,HELP,RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION






ERASE DATA (Y/N) ? Y
ARE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PARAMETERS ENABLED:
TEMP PH COND BATTERY
CHOOSE) ENABL,DISAB,HELP,RET
RET
STATION ID : LAKE MEAD, BC£ £. 5M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 092887 O9£5
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 09£887 1£00
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 100187 1£00
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR> : 0100
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI, HELP,QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM SONDE

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































RECOV) STID,DATA,DSTAT,TSTAT,CSTAT, HELP, RET
CSTAT
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT RECOVERY
STATION ID : LAKE MEAD, BC2, 2. 5M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR»
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR»
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY (CR> HHMM (CR»
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 0100
DO FLOW FACTOR : +1.087 L
TIME TEMP PH COND BATTERY


































































CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
COND
TYPE IN COND STANDARD SOLUTION'S VALUE IN MS/CM: .718
PLACE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHZER
PLACE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
PH IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
PH IS UNSTABLE, CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
PH IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
PH IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
SETUP-
ERASE DATA (Y/N) ? Y
ARE YOU SURE <Y/N> ? Y
PARAMETERS ENABLED:
TEMP PH COND BATTERY
CHOOSE) ENABL,DISAB,HELP, RET
IN TO ftBORT STATISTICS




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TERM> VflLUE, MONIT, CflLIB,SETUP,RECOV,VflRI, HELP, QUIT
GflLIDB
VflLUE) TEMP, PH, DO, COND, ORP, SflLIN, BflTT, MEM, TIME, HELP, RET
BflTT
BflTTERY : +05.78 VOLTS
VflLUE) TEMP, PH, DO, COND,ORP,SflLIN,BflTT, MEM, TIME, HELP,RET
RET




PLflCE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN flGflIN TO flBORT CflLIBRflTION
CflLIBRflTION COMPLETED
CflLIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLIf-
PH SLOPE CflLIBRflTION: TYPE BUFFER VflLUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLflCE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN flGflIN TO flBORT CflLIBRflTION
CflLIBRflTION COMPLETED
CflLIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
COND
TYPE IN COND STflNDftRD SOLUTION'S VflLUE IN MS/CM: .718
PLflCE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN flGflIN TO flBORT CflLIBRflTION
CflLIBRftTION COMPLETED
CflLIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CflLIB,SETUP,RECOV,VflRI, HELP, QUIT
SETUP
ERflSE DflTfl (Y/N) ? Y
flRE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PflRflMETERS ENflBLED:
TEMP PH COND BflTTERY
CHOOSE) ENflBL,DISflB,HELP,RET
RET
STflTION ID : LflKE MEflD, BC2 £. 5 M
SETTING DflTE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : O90887 O8OO
STflRTING DflTE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : O9O887 12OO
STOPPING DflTE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 091087 1£OO
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 01OO
TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CflLIB,SETUP,RECOV,VflRI, HELP, QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CflBLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CflBLE FROM SONDt





















































































































































































































































































































































































TERM) VALUE, MONIT,CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI, HELP,QUIT
CALIB
CALIB> PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
COND
TYPE IN COND STANDARD SOLUTION'S VALUE IN MS/CM: .718
PLACE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB> PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHZER
PLACE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VALUE, MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP,QUIT
SETUP
ERASE DATA (Y/N> ? Y
ARE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PARAMETERS ENABLED:
TEMP PH COND BATTERY
CHOOSE) ENABL,DISAB,HELP, RET
RET
STATION ID : LAKE MEAD, BCS 2.5M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR) ) : O83187 <D8O0
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)> : 083187 12OO
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY (CR) HHMM <CR)) : O90387 12OO
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 0100
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP,QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM SONDE















































































































































































































































































































































































































































FIRST CONNECT DMU CABLE TO SONDE, THEN CONNECT DMU CABLE TO DMU
HIT RETURN WHEN READY
TERM) VftLUE,MONIT,CALIB, SETUP, RECOV, VARI,HELP, QUIT
RECOV
RECOV) STID, DATA, DSTAT,TSTAT, CSTAT, HELP,RET
CSTftT
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT RECOVERY




LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR)
DO FLOW FACTOR : +1.087 L
<CR) HHMM <CR) )
<CR) HHMM <CR»












































































TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CflLIB,SETUP, RECOV, VflRI, HELP, QUIT
CflLIB
CflLIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
COND
TYPE IN COND STflNDflRD SOLUTION'S VflLUE IN MS/CM: 7YfflQ >
PLflCE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN flGflIN TO flBORT CflLIBRflTION
CflLIBRflTION COMPLETED
CflLIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHZER
PLflCE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN flGflIN TO flBORT CflLIBRflTION
CflLIBRflTION COMPLETED
CflLIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CflLIBRflTION! TYPE BUFFER VflLUE IN UNITS: 9.IB '
PLflCE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN flGflIN TO flBORT CflLIBRflTION
PH IS UNSTflBLE,CflLIBRflTION flBORTED
CflLIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CftLIBRflTION: TYPE BUFFER VflLUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLflCE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CflLIBRflTION
HIT RETURN flGflIN TO flBORT CflLIBRftTION
CflLIBRflTION COMPLETED
CflLIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VflLUE,MONIT,CflLIB, SETUP, RECOV, VflRI, HELP, QUIT
SETUP
ERflSE DflTfl (Y/N) ? Y
flRE YOU SURE <Y/N) ? Y
PflRflMETERS ENflBLED:
TEMP PH COND BflTTERY
CHOOSE) ENflBL,DISflB, HELP, RET
ENflBL
ENflBLE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND, ORP, SflLIN, BflTT, HELP, RET
TEMP
PflRflMETERS ENflBLED:
TEMP PH CQND BflTTERY
ENflBLE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND, ORP, SflLIN, BflTT, HELP, RET
PH
PflRflMETERS ENflBLED:
TEMP PH COND BflTTERY
ENflBLE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND,ORP, SflLIN, BflTT, HELP,RET
COND
PflRflMETERS ENflBLED:
TEMP PH COND BflTTERY
ENflBLE) TEMP,PH,DO,COND, ORP, SflLIN, BflTT, HELP, RET
BflTT
PflRflMETERS ENflBLED:
TEMP PH COND BflTTERY











































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































IB> PHZER,PHSLP, DO, COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
«^ ,JD
TYPE IN COND STflNDflRD SOLUTION'S VALUE IN MS/CM: .718
PLACE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB) PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE, HELP, RET
PHZER
PLACE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION




PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
PH IS UNSTABLE,CALIBRATION ABORTED
CALIB> PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND,TYPE,HELP, RET
PHSLP
PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9.18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION
RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT CALIBRATION
CALIBRATION COMPLETED
CALIB> PHZER,PHSLP,DO,COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
RET
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
SETUP
ERASE DATA (Y/N) ? Y
ARE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PARAMETERS ENABLED:
TEMP PH COND BATTERY
CHOOSE) ENABL,DISAB,HELP,RET
RET
STATION ID : LAKE MEAD, BC2, 2. 5M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR)) : 102687 0916
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 102687 12OO
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR>) : 1O29S7 1SOO
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 0100
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP, RECOV, VARI, HELP, QUIT
QUIT






HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT RECOVERY
STATION ID : LAKE MEAD, BC2, 2. 5M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR»
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR))
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR>)
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) s 0100





























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































.IB) PHZER, PHSLP, DO, COND, TYPE, HELP, RET
TYPE IN COND STANDARD SOLUTION'S VALUE IN MS/CM: .718
PLACE PROBES IN SOLUTION, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION




PLACE PROBES IN 7 BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION




PH SLOPE CALIBRATION: TYPE BUFFER VALUE IN UNITS: 9. 18
PLACE PROBES IN BUFFER, THEN HIT RETURN TO BEGIN CALIBRATION (




TPRM) VALUE, MONIT,CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI,HELP, QUIT
TIP
fa<ASE DATA (Y/N) ? Y
ARE YOU SURE (Y/N) ? Y
PARAMETERS ENABLED:
TEMP PH COND BATTERY
CHOOSE) ENABL,DISAB,HELP, RET
RET
STATION ID : LAKE MEAD, BC2, 2.5M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM <CR)) : 111787 16OO
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR)) : 111887 09OO
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR) HHMM (CR)) : 112587 12OO
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : O10O
TERM) VALUE,MONIT,CALIB,SETUP,RECOV,VARI, HELP, QUIT
QUIT
FIRST DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM DMU, THEN DISCONNECT DMU CABLE FROM SONDE
RECOV
RECOV) STID,DATA,DSTAT, TSTftT, CSTflT,HELP,RET
CSTAT
HIT RETURN AGAIN TO flBORT RECOVERY
STATION ID : LAKE MEAD, BC£, £. 5M
SETTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR» : 111787
STARTING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR» : 111887
STOPPING DATE-TIME (MMDDYY <CR> HHMM <CR» : 112587
LOGGING INTERVAL (HHMM CR) : 01GO
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TOTAL STATISTICS HIT RETURN AGAIN TO ABORT STATISTICS
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